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Abstract. In space operations, spacecraft health monitoring and failure prevention

are major issues. This important task can be handled by monitoring housekeeping

telemetry time series using anomaly detection (AD) techniques. The success of

machine learning methods makes them attractive for AD in telemetry via a semi-

supervised learning. Semi-supervised learning consists of learning a reference model

from past telemetry acquired without anomalies in the so-called learning step. In a

second step referred to as test step, most recent telemetry time-series are compared

to this reference model in order to detect potential anomalies. This paper presents an

extension of an existing AD method based on a sparse decomposition of test signals on a

dictionary of normal patterns. The proposed method has the advantage of accounting

for possible relationships between different telemetry parameters and can integrate

external information via appropriate weights that allow detection performance to be

improved. After recalling the main steps of an existing AD method based on a sparse

decomposition [1] for multivariate telemetry data, we investigate a weighted version of

this method referred to as W-ADDICT that allows external information to be included

in the detection step. Some representative results obtained using an anomaly dataset

composed of actual anomalies that occurred on several satellites show the interest of the

proposed weighting strategy using external information obtained from the correlation

coefficient between the tested data and its decomposition on the dictionary.

Keywords: Machine learning, spacecraft health monitoring, anomaly detection, sparse

decomposition, dictionary learning
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1. Introduction

Spacecraft health monitoring and failure prevention are major issues that can be handled

by checking housekeeping telemetry time series. Housekeeping telemetry is composed

of hundreds to thousands telemetry parameters describing the evolution over time of

physical quantities such as temperature, pressure, voltage. Detecting anomalies in these

parameters jointly can be a complicated task. Thus, a lot of state-of-the-art telemetry

AD methods consider an univariate framework which consists of detecting anomalies

in univariate time series separately via a semi-supervised learning. The idea is to

learn nominal spacecraft behaviours from past telemetry composed of normal patterns

(i.e., data without anomalies) and build a reference model to which new data can be

compared. Then, any deviation from the nominal behaviour is considered as a fault. In

this context, no assumptions are made about anomalies whose the type is not required

for the learning. This represents a real advantage compared to other methods based on

supervised learning in which labelled data are needed. Examples of univariate anomalies

affecting telemetry time series are displayed in Fig. 1 (top, red boxes). Popular machine

learning (ML) methods that have been investigated in this framework include the one-

class support vector machine [2], nearest neighbour techniques [3, 4] or neural networks

[5, 6]. However, these methods do not account for possible relationships existing

between different parameters and thus cannot detect multivariate anomalies resulting

from changes in the relationships between several telemetry time series. An example of

such multivariate anomaly is displayed in Fig. 1 (bottom, red box). The detection of the

abnormal behaviour in the top time series of this figure (outlined in the red box) will

be detected more easily by using the bottom time series. This kind of situation is often

referred to as “contextual anomaly”, which has been recently investigated in [7, 8, 9].

Figure 1. Examples of univariate (top) and multivariate (bottom) anomalies.

2. Proposed Anomaly Detection Method

2.1. Preprocessing

The proposed AD method first segments the different telemetry times series into

windows of fixed size w as illustrated in Fig. 2. This segmentation step has been

used successfully in many telemetry AD methods [2, 3]. Each resulting matrix is
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Figure 2. Segmentation of telemetry into windows

then transformed into a vector whose first w components correspond to the first time

serie denoted as y1, whose components w + 1 to 2w correspond to the second time

serie denoted as y2 and so on. This preprocessing creates mixed signals composed of

telemetry time series formed by the different parameters, i.e., y = [yT1 , ...,y
T
K ]T with

yk ∈ Rw, k = 1, ..., K, where K is the number of telemetry parameters and w is the size

of the time window.

2.2. Anomaly Detection using a Weighted Sparse Decomposition

Sparse decompositions have received an increasing attention in many signal and image

processing applications. These decompositions were investigated for univariate AD in

[10]. The AD strategy introduced in [10] decomposes each multivariate test signal as

the sum of three signals: a nominal signal defined by a sparse representation into a

dictionary of normal patterns, an anomaly signal and an additive noise such that

y = Φx + e + b (1)

where y ∈ RN is the multivariate test signal, Φ ∈ RN×L is a dictionary previously

learned from data describing normal behaviours of spacecraft data, x ∈ RL is a sparse

vector of coefficients, e ∈ RN is a possible anomaly signal (with e = 0 in absence

of anomaly) and b ∈ RN is an additive noise. The proposed multivariate framework

considered in this work and the associated preprocessing divide the multivariate signals

y and e as K blocks associated with the K telemetry parameters, i.e, y = [yT1 , ...,y
T
K ]T

and e = [eT1 , ..., e
T
K ]T . The resulting sparse decomposition problem can be expressed as

follows [1]

min
x,e

1

2
‖ y −Φx− e ‖22 +a‖x‖1 + b

K∑
k=1

‖ek‖2 (2)

where ‖x‖1 =
∑L

l=1 |xl| is the `1 norm of the vector x = (x1, ..., xL)T and ‖ek‖2 is the

euclidean norm of the vector ek. Note that (2) considers two distinct sparsity constraints
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for the coefficient vector x and the anomaly signal e. This formulation reflects the fact

that a nominal continuous signal can be well approximated by a linear combination of

few atoms of the dictionary (sparsity of x using the `1 norm) and that anomalies are

rare and affect few parameters at the same time (sparsity of e using the `21 norm).

This paper generalizes the AD strategy defined by (2) referred to as ADDICT [1] by

the integration of external information via appropriate weights. The proposed model

for AD in spacecraft telemetry is similar to the well-known group-lasso model [11] that

assigns a weight to each group. In this work we consider K groups associated with the

K telemetry parameters and propose to solve the following problem

arg min
x,e

1

2
‖y −Φx− e‖22 + a‖x‖1 + b

K∑
k=1

wk‖ek‖2. (3)

where wk > 0 is the kth weight associated with the kth parameter. The problem (3) can

be solved with the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [12] by adding

an auxiliary variable z and the constraint z = x leading to

arg min
x,e,z

C(x, e, z) =
1

2
‖y −Φx− e‖22 + a ‖z‖1 + b

K∑
k=1

wk‖ek‖2 s.t. z = x (4)

where “s.t” means “subject to”. Note that, contrary to Problem (3), the first and
second terms of (4) are decoupled, which allows an easier estimation of the vector x. The

ADMM algorithm associated with (4) minimizes the following augmented Lagrangian

LA(x, z, e,m, µ) = C(x, e, z) + mT (z− x) +
µ

2
‖z− x‖22 (5)

where m is a vector containing Lagrange multipliers and µ is a regularization parameter

controlling the level of deviation between z and x. The ADMM algorithm iteratively

updates x, z, e and m as follows

Update of x

x is classically updated as follows

xk+1 = arg min
x

{
1

2
‖y −Φx− ek‖22 + mk(zk − x) +

µk

2
‖zk − x‖22

}
. (6)

Simple algebra leads to

x̂k+1 = (ΦΦT + µkI)−1[ΦT (y − ek) + mk + µkzk]. (7)

Update of z

The update of z is defined as

ẑk+1 = arg min
z

{
a‖z‖1 + (mk)T (z− xk+1) +

µk

2
‖z− xk+1‖22

}
. (8)

The solution of (8) is given by the element-wise soft thresholding operator ẑk+1 =

Sγk
(
xk+1 − 1

µk
mk
)

with γk = a
µk

, where the thresholding operator Sγ(u) is defined by

Sγ(u) =


u(n)− γ if u(n) > γ

0 if |u(n)| ≤ γ

u(n) + γ if u(n) < −γ
(9)
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where u(n) is the nth component of u.

Updates of m and µ

The updates of m and µ are defined as

m̂k+1 = mk + µk(zk+1 − xk+1) and µ̂k+1 = ρµk with ρ > 1.

Update of e

Due to the reweighted scheme investigated in this paper, the update of the anomaly

vector e changes from the non-weighted scheme studied in [1], leading to

ê = arg min
e

{
1

2
‖y −Φx− e‖22 + b

K∑
k=1

wk‖ek‖2

}
. (10)

The problem (10) can be divided into the following K independent problems

êk = arg min
ek

{
1

2
‖hk − ek‖22 + bwk‖ek‖2

}
. (11)

where h = y−Φx and hk is the kth element of h associated with the kth telemetry time

series for k = 1, ..., K. The solution of (11) is given by the group-shrinkage operator

ê = Tb(h) defined by

[Tb(h)]k =

{
‖hk‖2−bwk

‖hk‖2
hk if ‖hk‖2 > bwk

0 otherwise
(12)

Note that the estimation of the anomaly signal e directly depends on the residual h

resulting from the sparse decomposition of the test signal in the dictionary of normal

patterns. Moreover, a value of the weight higher than 1 tends to reduce AD whereas

a value lower than 1 promotes AD (for wk ≥ 1, the first equality is more difficult to

satisfy, which leads to ê = 0 more frequently).

2.3. Anomaly Detection Strategy

The proposed AD strategy referred to as W-ADDICT (for Weighted Anomaly Detection

using a sparse decomposition on a DICTionary) is defined by comparing the estimated

anomaly signal e denoted as ê to an appropriate threshold, i.e.,

Anomaly detected if ‖ê‖22 > SPFA (13)

where SPFA is the threshold depending on the desired compromise between false alarm

and good detection rates. This threshold can be determined using receiver operating

characteristics (ROCs) if a ground-truth is available or using the user’s experience.

ROCs express the probability of detection PD as a function of the probability of false

alarm PFA. In this work, these probabilities were computed using ground-truth time

series and the threshold SPFA was determined from the pair (PFA,PD) located the

closest to the ideal point (0, 1).
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2.4. Weight updating using a correlation coefficient

Weighting the square norms ‖ek‖2 allows external information from expert knowledge

to be considered. This paper investigates the usefulness of the correlation coefficient

between the test signal y and its sparse decomposition Φx, assuming that the smaller

the value of the correlation coefficient, the higher the probability that y is affected by

an anomaly. As explained before, weights interfere in the detection process in such a

way that a small value of the weight promotes the detection of an anomaly. Conversely,

a large value of the weight tends to reduce the number of detected anomalies. In order

to respect this idea, we propose to build the weights with the following function

fα : [−1, 1] → R+

ck 7→ wk = 1
((1+α)−ck)2

(14)

which is an increasing function of ck where ck is the correlation coefficient between

the test signal and its reconstruction associated with the kth parameter and α is an

appropriate hyperparameter fixed by the user. The choice of this function is motivated

by its simplicity since it only depends on one parameter α. Note that ck = α corresponds

to wk = 1, i.e., to the unweighted model. For ck < α, the kth weight satisfies wk < 1,

which favours AD. Conversely, when ck > α, the kth weight is such that wk > 1, which

limits AD. Our experiments have shown that α can be tuned in the interval ] − 1,+1[

without loss of generality.

3. Experimental Results

The AD method (2) and its weighted version (3) (with weights built using the correlation

coefficient as proposed in Section 2.4) have been evaluated on a representative anomaly

dataset composed of K = 7 telemetry parameters with an available ground-truth.

The hyperparameters a and b were tuned by cross validation using ground-truth and

ROC curves. In all the experiments, the dictionary was composed of L = 2000 atoms

learnt using the K-SVD algorithm [13] with two months of nominal telemetry (without

anomalies), which represents approximately 5000 mixed training signals obtained after

applying the preprocessing described in Section 2.1 with the parameter w = 50 (i.e.,

the signal length is N = 350). The anomaly database was built using 18 days of

telemetry, i.e., was composed of 1000 signals, 82 of them being affected by anomalies.

Note that the 82 anomalies were divided into 5 anomaly periods with various durations,

as illustrated in the three examples of anomalies that are displayed in Fig. 1. Note also

that a specific attention was devoted to the construction of a heterogeneous database

(containing discrete and continuous time-series, with anomalies of different amplitudes

and durations, ...). Finally, it is important to note that the majority of anomalies are

actual anomalies that have been observed in operated satellites.

Fig. 3 displays the anomaly scores ‖ê‖22 returned by the unweighted AD method (2)

(left) and the weighted one (3) (right) for each of the 1000 test signals of the anomaly

dataset. Note that the actual anomalies are marked by red backgrounds whereas the

red horizontal lines indicate the detection thresholds (determined using cross validation
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Figure 3. Anomaly scores obtained with unweighted algorithm (2) (left) and with

the weighted one (3) (right) with ground-truth marked by red background and the

detection threshold indicated by the red horizontal lines

as described in Section 2.3). As can be observed, the score exceeds threshold almost

exclusively in presence of anomaly, meaning that anomalies are well detected and that

few false alarms are returned. Note that the contextual corresponding to the last

anomaly period of the ground-truth is also well detected. These first results show the

interest of using sparse decompositions for anomaly detection in spacecraft telemetry.

Furthermore, they show that the weighted model allows the number of false alarms

to be reduced. For example, the test signals #237,#535 and #921 indicated by blue

arrows are false alarms for the non-weighted scheme whereas they are not detected by

the weighted algorithm.

Quantitative results in terms of probability of detection, probability of false alarm

and area under the curve (AUC) are reported in Table 3. These results confirm that the

weighted model reduces the number of false alarms for a fixed probability of detection

(for PD = 89%, the PFA decreases from PFA = 5.2% for the unweighted model to

PFA = 2.2% for the weighted one). Note that false alarm reduction is very interesting for

spacecraft monitoring applications because each detection of the algorithm is examined

by experts, which is potentially a very time consuming task. Note also that the detection

threshold might be optimized using other criteria, e.g., allowing a smaller value of PD

to decrease the number of false alarms.

Table 1. Probability of detection, probability of false alarm and area under curves

(AUC) for the unweighted model (2) and the proposed weighted model (3)

Method Threshold PD PFA AUC

Unweighted model (2) 4.9 89% 5.23% 0.93

Weighted model (3) 4.3 89% 2.18% 0.96

4. Conclusion

This paper showed the interest of sparse decompositions for anomaly detection in

multivariate housekeeping telemetry time series. In particular, external information

provided by the user can be incorporated in the anomaly detection via appropriate

weights. Our first results indicated that weights built from the correlation coefficient
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between the test signal and its sparse decomposition in a dictionary of normal patterns

allowed a significant reduction of the false alarm probability.

For future work, a scaling-up is needed to evaluate the anomaly detection method in

an operating context including hundreds to thousands telemetry time series. Concerning

the weighted model, it would be interesting to build weights using other information

than the correlation coefficient. Finally, we think that the model could be updated

sequentially using expert feedback in order to improve detection, e.g., in the case of

anomalies evolving with time. This opens the way for many works related to online or

sequential anomaly detection, which could be useful for spacecraft health monitoring.
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